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SPOLIA AS SIGNIfIERS IN TWELfTH-CENTURY ROME
Dale Kinney
Opinions on the meaning of the reused objects known as spolia range from Michael Greenhalgh’s position that in 95% of cases, 
reuse was purely pragmatic to Maria Fabricius Hansen’s claim that the spolia in fourth-century church colonnades represented a 
Christian worldview in which spolia were potent metaphors of a new world order. Studies of twelfth-century Rome have tended to 
interpret the use of spolia as an expression of papal ideology and the spirit of the twelfth-century renovatio. This essay evaluates 
these alternatives and proposes an interpretation informed by semiotic theory but grounded in contextual terminology and the 
physical and intellectual ambience of the time and place of reuse. It appears that in twelfth-century Rome, reused objects were 
thought of in their original capacities (as columns, sarcophagi, etc.) and as antiques, rather than as spolia. Semiotic theory offers 
models for reconstructing the connotative and affective meanings of such antiques, while Biblical exegesis confirms that metaphor 
was a predominant mode of interpretation in the twelfth century and is especially relevant to Roman church interiors.  
Key words: spolia, reuse, Rome, signifier, column, marble, renovatio, ruins, Hildebert, Mirabilia









,    , , ,
  ,,
















       
,    



















      

     
,,
   6    
















































   z    
     
     , 
  
,










      







Fig. 1. Rome, Santa Maria in Trastevere, interior (photo: kinney)
Fig. 2. Rome, Santa Maria in Trastevere, detail of north colonnade
(photo: kinney)
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
,z





























































        
 W   
     






























  ,     
W G      
      
,
z,
      
      
       
     




       










































  ,  





 G,    

,,,
   , 
      
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







       
,
















   ,
,
     
,
,







































       
       
,
      

,
Fig. 4. Rome, Santo Stefano Rotondo, interior with transverse wall of Pope 
Innocent II (photo: kinney)















,   

       ,













































 W  


Fig. 6. Rome, Forum of Caesar in the 10th century (reconstruction: Inklink; after MENEGHINI, SANTANGELI VALENZANI, BIANCHI, I Fori Imperiali)






























     
,










        
,
,
Fig. 7. Rome, area of the Crypta Balbi, map showing later medieval state (after MANACORDA, Crypta Balbi, Fig. 70)
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        



























     




























































159D. kinney: Spolia as Signifiers...

,































     
       
     





      
,,,
   
,

      
 ,  [  ]    
,     






       
      

,,
       
    , ,
,,
W
     
,
   ,   , 
,



























,      

,
Fig. 8. Rome, Santa Maria in Cosmedin in the 12th century (reconstruction: 

































QY  W 
WW
WY







W    G  
6




















    

,
 ,  
      








Fig. 9. Rome, Casa dei Crescenzi (photo: kinney)
Fig. 10. Rome, Casa dei Crescenzi, detail of main portal (photo: kinney)











      

       





































Fig. 12. Rome, Casa dei Crescenzi, detail of spolia (photo: kinney)











      ,
      

































      , 


      

,,
    

,,
   ,  

















Fig. 14. Rome, San Nicola in Carcere, cipollino shafts in the south colonnade 
(photo: kinney)
Fig. 13. Rome, colonnade in Via Capo di Ferro (photo: kinney)
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
    ,
,,,
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SPOLIA KAO OZNAčITELJI U RIMU 12. STOLJEćA
SAŽETAk
  G
      
 
















     
z,,, 
























      





   z  
     z
z,z
,z 
  z  
 z,   
z,
z,    









      
       

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